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Previous reports of frequency modulations, or glides, in the impulse responses of the auditory
periphery have been limited to analyses of basilar-membrane measurements and responses of
auditory-nerve~AN! fibers with best frequencies~BFs! greater than 1.7 kHz. These glides increased
in frequency as a function of time. In this study, the instantaneous frequency as a function of time
was measured for impulse responses of AN fibers in the cat with a range of BFs~250–4500 Hz!.
Impulse responses were estimated from responses to wideband noise using the reverse-correlation
technique. The impulse responses had increasing frequency glides for fibers with BFs greater than
1500 Hz, nearly constant frequency as a function of time for BFs between 750 and 1500 Hz, and
decreasing frequency glides for BFs below 750 Hz. Over the levels tested, the glides for fibers at all
BFs were nearly independent of stimulus level, consistent with previous reports of impulse
responses of the basilar membrane and AN fibers. Implications of the different glide directions
observed for different BFs are discussed, specifically in relation to models for the auditory periphery
as well as for the derivation of impulse responses for the human auditory periphery based on
psychophysical measurements. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03204-X#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Pg, 43.66.Ba@RDF#
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INTRODUCTION

The properties of auditory nerve~AN! fibers can be
characterized using their responses to impulses, or clicks
well as to wideband noise. These properties have impl
tions for our understanding of signal processing in the au
tory periphery and of the neural cues provided by the peri
ery to the central nervous system. Responses of neuron
wideband noise stimuli have been studied for many year
an effort to characterize both linear and nonlinear respo
properties~e.g., deBoer, 1967; deBoer and deJongh, 19
Marmarelis and Marmarelis, 1978; Eggermontet al., 1983;
Carney and Yin, 1988; Eggermont, 1993!. The cross-
correlation function of the response of the system to a wi
band noise with the stimulus waveform provides an estim
for the system’s first-order Wiener kernel~Lee and Schetzen
1965!. For a linear system, the first-order kernel is also
impulse response.

This cross-correlation analysis technique has been
cessfully applied to mechanical measurements of bas
membrane motion~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997; Recioet al.,
1997!. These measurements have characterized the imp
responses as narrow-band signals having a frequency m
lation, or glide. For these mid- to high-frequenc
(.;1.7 kHz! fibers or places, the carrier frequency of t
tuned impulse response increases as a function of time f
a frequency lower than the best frequency~BF, the frequency
to which the system is most responsive1! up to the BF. The
glides estimated from responses to wideband noise are
sistent with impulse responses measured in the same

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
carney@bu.edu
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chleae using click stimuli~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997!. The
increasing frequency glides are also consistent with ot
reports of mechanical measurements of click responses f
the base of the cochlea~Robleset al., 1976; Recioet al.,
1998!. deBoer and Nuttall~1997! referred to impulse re-
sponses based on click responses asdirect impulse re-
sponses, and those estimated from noise responses asindi-
rect impulse responses.

Characterization of the tuning of AN fibers based
responses to wideband noise requires an extension of
cross-correlation technique. Because the response of a
is a series of action potentials, rather than a continuous-t
waveform, one cannot perform a simple cross correlat
between the stimulus waveform and the response. Howe
a spike-triggered average of the stimulus waveform prec
ing each action potential yields a derived impulse respon
the reverse-correlation~revcor! function ~deBoer, 1967; de-
Boer and Kuyper, 1968; Mo” ller, 1977; deBoer and deJongh
1978; Marmarelis and Marmarelis, 1978; Eggermontet al.,
1983!. Equivalently, a cross correlation between the no
stimulus waveform and the peri-stimulus time~PST! histo-
gram constructed from responses to multiple repetitions
the stimulus yields an estimate of the impulse respo
~Mo” ller, 1977!.

The reverse-correlation procedure is only successful
relatively low-frequency AN fibers~BFs ,;4000 Hz! be-
cause it requires phase-locking of the fiber to the fine str
ture of the stimulus waveform. Revcor functions for low
frequency AN fibers are consistent with click respons
measured for the same fibers~Carney and Yin, 1988!, indi-
cating that this technique for the indirect estimate of the A
impulse response is consistent with direct estimates of
pulse responses.
il:
23844)/2384/8/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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Pseudolinear characterizations of AN fibers acros
range of stimulus levels provide a characterization of A
fibers that is adequate for predicting temporal response p
erties to resonant stimuli at different sound levels~Carney
and Yin, 1988!. A population of revcor functions has serve
as a basis for a pseudolinear model for a population of
fibers ~Carney and Yin, 1988! as well as for a nonlinear
time-varying model for AN responses to arbitrary stim
~Carney, 1993!. However, these models were based
simple parameterizations of the revcor functions as gam
tone functions. The gammatone models used to characte
AN impulse responses have constant frequency as a func
of time, and thus do not accurately represent impulse
sponses that contain frequency glides.

Reports of frequency glides in the revcor functions
AN fibers have been consistent with the descriptions of
direct and indirect impulse responses of the basilar m
brane. Mo” ller and Nilsson~1979; also Mo” ller, 1981, 1983!
illustrated an increasing frequency glide in the revcor fu
tions for two rat AN fibers with BFs of approximately 2 an
3 kHz. deBoer and Nuttall~1997! reported increasing fre
quency glides in revcor functions for AN fibers with BFs
low as 3 kHz. They also reported increasing frequency gli
in impulse responses derived from the phase measurem
of tuning curves of AN fibers with BFs as low as 1.76 kH
~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997!.

The goal of this study was to characterize the impu
responses of AN fibers with low to moderate BFs, rang
from approximately 250 to 4500 Hz. Across this frequen
range, it is possible to measure indirect impulse respon
using the reverse-correlation technique. Revcor function
a large population of AN fibers~Carney and Yin, 1988; Car
ney, 1990! were examined in this study. The nature of t
frequency glides in these derived impulse responses and
variation of the glides as a function of stimulus level we
investigated. The frequency glides are consistent with
scriptions of the shift in peak frequency of tuning as a fun
tion of stimulus level~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997; Recioet al.,
1997!; that is, changes in the latency of the envelope of
impulse response as a function of level, along with the
derlying ~but level-independent! frequency glide, result in
apparent shifts in the tuning as a function of level. For e
ample, for BFs with glides that increase as a function
time, responses to high-level stimuli are determined by
pulse responses that peak during the early, low-freque
portion of the frequency glide. Alternatively, responses
low-level stimuli are determined by impulse responses t
peak at longer latencies, during the high-frequency par
the glide. Thus, the increasing frequency glides at high B
are consistent with a downward shift in the peak freque
of tuning as stimulus level increases. Because some low
fibers have been described as having shifts in tuning tha
in the opposite direction, it was not anticipated that the glid
would necessarily be similar to those described for high-
measurements. For example, very low-BF (,1000 Hz! fi-
bers have been described as having peak frequencies
shift upwards as stimulus level increases~Evans, 1981!,
which is opposite in direction to the shift seen for high-B
fibers ~Evans, 1981; Mo” ller, 1977! and basilar-membran
2385 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 Carney, McD
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measurements made at high-BF places~Rhode, 1971; Sellick
et al., 1982; Robleset al., 1986; deBoer and Nuttall, 1997
Recio et al., 1997, 1998!. The frequency modulations, o
glides, in the impulse responses of AN fibers with BFs le
than 1500 Hz reported in this study have different slop
than those previously reported for responses of fibers w
higher BFs~Mo” ller and Nilsson, 1979; Mo” ller, 1981, 1983!
or high-frequency places on the basilar membrane~deBoer
and Nuttall, 1997; Recioet al., 1997, 1998!. Flat or decreas-
ing frequency glides for fibers with BFs below 1500 Hz we
observed in this study.

These frequency glides have interesting implicatio
both for our understanding of signal processing in the au
tory periphery and for cochlear models~Mo” ller and Nilsson,
1979; deBoer and Nuttall, 1997; Recioet al., 1998!. The
association of level-dependent shifts in peak frequency w
the compressive nonlinearity make the time and level dep
dence of the frequency glides an important issue. As poin
out by deBoer and Nuttall~1997!, the presence of the glide
in both the indirect impulse response based on steady-s
noise responses and in the actual impulse response indi
that it is not a reflection of a time-varying nonlinearity. I
addition, they report that the glide is remarkably consist
over a wide range of stimulus levels, consistent with t
reports of Recioet al. ~1997, 1998!. This was also the cas
for AN fibers in this study, regardless of the direction
slope of the glide. The frequency glide does not appear to
directly associated with the active process or the associ
compressive nonlinearity; the frequency glide persists ne
unchanged across the wide range of levels tested~20–80 dB
SPL!, while the bandwidth and gain of the system vary.

Impulse responses with frequency glides have rece
arisen in another area of auditory research: impulse
sponses with upward frequency glides~gammachirps! have
been proposed to model the filters associated with as
metrical psychophysical tuning curves~Irino and Patterson,
1997!. However, because the asymmetry of psychophys
tuning curves varies with stimulus level~e.g., Rosen and
Baker, 1994!, Irino and Patterson~1997! proposed that the
peripheral filters should have glides that vary in slope a
function of stimulus level. Such filters would be at odds w
measurements of both direct and indirect impulse respon
from the auditory periphery. The variations in asymmetry
psychophysical tuning curves as a function of level m
arise from properties other than changes in the slope of
quency glides in the impulse responses.

I. METHODS

Noise responses of AN fibers were obtained from a d
archive collected as part of previous studies~Carney and
Yin, 1988; Carney, 1990!. The physiological procedure
used to obtain the functions are detailed in those pap
Briefly, the responses of AN fibers to wideband~10-kHz
bandwidth! noises were recorded in barbiturate-anestheti
cats. Typically, 40 repetitions at each sound level of
800-ms duration noise sample were obtained at 1-s interv
Sound levels reported here are in dB SPL~computed over
the 10-kHz bandwidth of the noise! for consistency with
2385uffy, and Shekhter: Frequency glides in AN impulse response
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other studies, rather than the peak-equivalent levels repo
previously~Carney and Yin, 1988; Carney, 1990!.

The results presented were based on revcor functi
typically computed for noise responses measured at tw
more sound levels, for 214 fibers from 13 cats. The origi
~unsmoothed! revcor functions are accessible for furth
study via an ftp site~Appendix A!.

Each revcor function was computed using the cro
correlation function for the stimulus waveform and the P
histogram of the noise response~deBoer and deJohngh
1978!. PST histograms were binned at 50-ms resolution,
which matched the sampling time of the stimulus wavefor
A one-octave bandpass filter, centered at the peak frequ
of the spectrum of the revcor function, was used to smo
the revcor functions. The 8th-order bandpass filter w
implemented inMATLAB ™, and the output signal was com
pensated for the delay of the filter. The filtered revcor fun
tions were tested to ascertain that the filter did not introd
any phase distortion that could have affected the position
zero crossings; this test was accomplished by superimpo
the filtered and original signals and carefully comparing
locations of the zero crossings.

At very low stimulus levels, the BF of the revcor func
tion matches the characteristic frequency~CF! based on a
threshold-tuning curve; however, as stimulus level increa
these two frequencies may diverge, depending on CF~e.g.,
Evans, 1981!. The BF was estimated using the peak fr
quency of the spectrum of the revcor function, compu
with the fast Fourier transform. When glides were stud
across several SPLs, the average BF across the SPLs
used as the fiber’s BF@Fig. 7~A!#.

The instantaneous frequency of the revcor functions w
estimated in two ways: using a Hilbert-transform techniq
and using zero crossings. Using Hilbert-transform te
niques, the instantaneous frequency~IF! and envelope of an
analytic signal could be determined~Appendix B!. This tech-
nique was used to analyze the impulse responses de
from basilar-membrane responses to noise~deBoer and Nut-
tall, 1997; Recioet al., 1997!. A preliminary study found
that this technique was also appropriate for AN revcor fu
tions ~Shekhter, 1997; Shekhter and Carney, 1997!.

A limitation of the Hilbert-transform technique is nois
because the derivative of the phase of the analytical sign
involved in the computation of the IF, the technique is ve
sensitive to noise in the original signal. In addition, lar
fluctuations obscure the estimate of IF derived from the H
bert transform when the amplitude of the envelope of
signal decreases~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997!. An alternative
technique for estimating instantaneous frequency is to c
pute the intervals between zero crossings of the sig
~Mo” ller, 1977!. This technique typically results in a les
noisy estimate of IF, but provides fewer measures of IF a
function of time. The two methods provide results that a
generally consistent with each other, as shown below~Fig.
2!. The zero crossings provided a simple description of
major trends in the IF as a function of time that was le
prone to fluctuations caused by either noise in the signa
changes in the envelope amplitude.

The IF estimated using the intervals between zero cro
2386 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 Carney, McD
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ings was susceptible to dc bias introduced in the wavefo
before determination of zero crossings, or indeed, to al
ations of the dc content of the signal that were introduced
smoothing techniques. In order to minimize the contributi
of dc fluctuations~which are unavoidable over short-tim
intervals of amplitude-modulated signals!, the following pro-
cedure was used: The time range to be analyzed was d
mined by computing the envelope of the revcor functi
~Appendix B! and finding the time range for which the am
plitude of the envelope was within 12 dB of the peak of t
envelope~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997!. The mean~dc! value
was then computed over an integer number of cycles of
best frequency centered within this time range. This me
value was then subtracted from the waveform before z
crossings were detected. Zero crossings were determine
identifying the two time samples in the 50-ms resolution
waveform that spanned the crossing, and then applying lin
interpolation between the two time samples.

A related technique for computing IF is to measure t
distances between maxima and/or minima in the impulse

FIG. 1. Revcor functions for six fibers. Revcors for several SPLs are o
laid in each panel, with the higher amplitude waveforms correspondin
the higher SPLs. The BF computed from the revcor function at the low
SPL is indicated in each panel. Amplitudes are in arbitrary units; all wa
forms were normalized by the same value here and in all subsequent fig
These waveforms illustrate the revcor functions after a simple 3-pt smo
was applied; the octave-band filter used in subsequent analysis wa
applied to the waveforms shown here.~A! Unit 86204u3; 60, 70, 80 dB
SPL.~B! Unit 86100u8; 50, 60, 70, 80 dB SPL.~C! Unit 86100u24; 50, 60,
70, 80 dB SPL.~D! Unit 86065u5; 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 dB SPL.~E!
Unit 86100u25; 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 dB SPL.~F! Unit 86204u28; 50, 60,
70, 80 dB SPL. The same waveforms were used for the analyses of in
taneous frequency illustrated in Fig. 3, with different symbols for each S
2386uffy, and Shekhter: Frequency glides in AN impulse response
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FIG. 2. ~A! Revcor function for an AN fiber with BF5400 Hz@same as in Fig. 1~A!#. The dashed line is the envelope computed with the Hilbert transf
~Appendix B!. A 3-point smooth was applied to the envelopes to reduce the influence of high-frequency noise on the determination of the tempora
to be analyzed~see methods!. Asterisks indicate zero crossings.~B! Same as~A!, for an AN fiber with BF53150 Hz@same fiber as in Fig. 1~F!#. ~C!, ~D! IF
for each fiber computed using the Hilbert transform~solid lines! and using zero crossings~circles connected by dashed line!. Circles are positioned along th
time axis midway through each zero-crossing interval.
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sponse. This approach is not susceptible to changes i
bias of the waveform; however, it is susceptible to hig
frequency noise in the vicinity of the maxima and minim
Results using the latter approach were consistent with
dc-compensated zero-crossing approach for the majorit
the fibers; however, the IFs based on maxima and min
were particularly noisy for the very low-BF fibers; thus, th
approach was not used for the results presented here.

II. RESULTS

Revcor functions for six fibers with a range of BFs a
illustrated in Fig. 1. Each panel shows revcor functions fo
single fiber computed from noise responses at several S
waveforms with higher amplitude peaks correspond to
sponses to higher amplitude stimuli. The amplitude of
revcor functions2 ~expressed in arbitrary units! in this figure,
and all other figures, was normalized by the same value
allow comparison across plots. The fibers illustrated h
were arbitrarily chosen from fibers that were studied a
number of SPLs; the properties of these responses were
cal for the revcor functions in this study.

Changes in the distances between zero crossings ca
observed directly in some of these plots. For the lowest
fiber @Fig. 1~A!#, the first two zero crossings were clear
more closely spaced than subsequent ones. Changes i
2387 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 Carney, McD
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zero crossings as a function of time were much smaller
the intermediate BF fibers. For the highest BF fiber@Fig.
1~F!#, the zero crossings became more closely spaced
function of time. Close scrutiny of previously reported re
cor functions~e.g., Evans, 1985! and click responses~Kiang
et al., 1965! for fibers with different BFs also reveal chang
over time in the intervals between zero crossings or interv
between histogram peaks that are similar to those show
Fig. 1.

A striking feature of the revcor functions shown in Fi
1 is that the zero crossings were nearly unchanged ov
wide range of SPLs. This fact is consistent with earlier
ports of AN revcors at several SPLs~Carney and Yin, 1988!
and with click responses measured either in the AN~Kiang
et al., 1965! or basilar membrane~Recio et al., 1998!. The
consistency of the zero crossings over a wide range of S
indicates that the instantaneous frequency, whethe
changed or remained stationary over time, would be sim
across SPLs.

The analysis of instantaneous frequency~IF! is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Panels A and C show the revcor functio
for two fibers at 80 dB SPL@same fibers as in Fig. 1~A!,~F!#.
The envelope of the revcor function, as determined by
Hilbert transform~Appendix B! is shown as the dashed line
and zero crossings are indicated by asterisks@Fig. 2~A!,~C!#.
The IF computed using the Hilbert transform is indicated
2387uffy, and Shekhter: Frequency glides in AN impulse response
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the solid line@Fig. 2~B!,~D!#. These functions tended to b
noisy, as described in the methods, and they were par
larly sensitive to noise when the amplitude of the envelo
dropped to low values~at the beginning and end of eac
waveform!. The IF computed on the basis of zero crossin
is illustrated by the circles and dashed lines. The IF co

FIG. 3. IF trajectories as a function of time for the six fibers in Fig. 1,
several SPLs. Symbols for SPLs in the legend apply to all plots. IF
computed from zero crossings, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The BF of each fi
computed from the revcor function at the lowest SPL, is indicated on e
plot.

FIG. 4. IF trajectories at 80 dB SPL for six fibers from one cat. IFs w
determined using zero crossings~circles connected by dashed lines!. Solid
lines are 1st-order regressions fit through each trajectory. Units 2, 7, 18
22, and 26 from cat 86100.
2388 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 Carney, McD
u-
e

s
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puted from zero crossings was quite consistent with the
from the Hilbert transform@Fig. 2~D!#, including some of the
fluctuations over time that were characteristic of especia
higher-BF results from the basilar membrane~see deBoer
and Nuttall, 1997!.

Figure 3 illustrates the IFs for the six fibers in Fig.
each computed at several SPLs using zero crossings.
lowest BF fiber@Fig. 3~A!# had an IF that decreased as
function of time, whereas the highest BF fiber@Fig. 3~F!# had
an increasing frequency glide. Intermediate BFs had sma
changes in IF as a function of time, progressing gradua
from negative slopes at very low BFs to positive slopes
higher BFs. Consistent with the nearly invariant zero cro
ings at different SPLs~Fig. 1!, the IF trajectories for each
fiber ~Fig. 3! were very similar over the range of SPLs stu
ied here.

Figure 4 illustrates IF trajectories based on zero cro
ings for several fibers from one cat at one SPL~80 dB SPL!.
Each trajectory was fit by a first-order linear regressio
These regressions and their slopes will be reported in
following figures. For nearly all fibers studied, a 1st-ord
regression provided a reasonable representation of th
glide. Some fibers had glides that were not linear functio
of time; for example, several~but not all! of the very low-BF
fibers had a bend in the IF trajectory@see the two lowest BF
fibers in Fig. 4 and the fiber in Fig. 2~B! and Fig. 3~A!#.
However, higher-order regressions did not improve the ch
acterization of the major trends in the glides across the po
lation of fibers studied. Furthermore, there was no impro

t
s
r,
h

0,

FIG. 5. 1st-order regression lines through IF trajectories for groups of fib
from eight cats. All fibers studied in each cat are included in each plot
trajectories were based on zero crossings. All responses were at 80 dB
2388uffy, and Shekhter: Frequency glides in AN impulse response
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ment in characterizing these glides by representing them

functions of log(t), which was the form of the gammachir
suggested by Irino and Patterson~1997!. Functions of this
type could not provide a simple representation for IF glid
across the range of BFs, because the glides vary significa
across BF in direction and overall latency.

Figure 5 illustrates the same characterization as in Fi
for the eight cats in which several fibers across a range
BFs were studied. All responses shown in this figure are
80-dB SPL noise stimuli. Only the 1st-order regression lin
are shown to reduce the complexity of the figure. The ma
trend in the data is apparent in all cats: positively sloping
glides at high BFs, flat trajectories at BFs near 1000 Hz,
negatively sloping IF glides at very low BFs.

Figure 6 shows slopes of the trajectories in Fig. 5 a
function of best frequency~BF!. Each asterisk indicates th
slope of a single regression line in Fig. 5. The slope of the
trajectories~in Hz/ms! increased as a function of BF in a
cats. Slopes were typically positive and relatively large
high BFs, small for BFs near 1000 Hz , and negative for v
low BFs.

Trends in the slope of the IF as a function of BF are a
apparent in Fig. 7, which illustrates the slopes for 214 fib
from all 13 cats. For the results shown in this figure, the
was estimated at all SPLs for each fiber. Responses to S
that yielded a clean IF~e.g., more than three zero crossin
and at SPLs high enough to yield detectable revcor fu
tions! were included in this population plot. IFs for all SPL

FIG. 6. Slopes of the trajectories in Fig. 5 as a function of best freque
~BF!. BF was estimated by the peak of the fast Fourier transform of
revcor function. Each asterisk indicates the slope of a single regression
in Fig. 5. The solid lines are first-order regressions for each set of
points.
2389 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 Carney, McD
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were used to determine the 1st-order regression lines;
average BF across the SPLs studied for each fiber was
to determine the position along the BF axis.

Figure 7~A! illustrates the slope of the 1st-order regre
sion for each fiber, plotted in terms of linear frequency. F
ure 7~B! plots the slope of the IF regression as a function
distance along the basilar membrane, using Liberma
~1982! function for the relationship between CF and pla
along the cochlea. The latter plot illustrates the spatial ra
along the basilar membrane in the cat for which the IF t
jectories are negative or relatively flat. Based on previo
reports of increasing glides for high-BF fibers and basil
membrane~BM! responses, it would be assumed that the
trajectories remain positive for all basilar-membrane po
tions further from the apex~i.e., BFs higher than 4 kHz!.

The vertical dotted lines in each plot~Fig. 7! were po-
sitioned at 750 and 1500 Hz to demarcate the three inter
ing regions of BFs and IF slopes. For fibers with BFs bel
750 Hz, 78% of the slopes of the IF trajectories were ne
tive ~38 out of 49 fibers!, and the positive slopes were qui
small~all below 25 Hz/ms!. For fibers with BFs between 75
and 1500 Hz, 70% of the IF trajectories had positive slop
~43 out of 61 fibers!. Again, these slopes were relative
small: 93% had slopes less than 100 Hz/ms. Above 1500
the IF trajectories of nearly all~97%, 101 out of 104! fibers

y
e
ne
ta

FIG. 7. Slope of the 1st-order regressions of IF trajectories based on
sponses at all SPLs studied for 214 fibers in 13 cats. The BF for each
was determined by averaging the BFs across the SPLs studied.~A! Results
plotted on a linear frequency axis.~B! Results plotted on a place axis, usin
Liberman’s~1982! expression for place as a function of CF. Vertical dott
lines are positioned by eye at 750 and 1500 Hz to illustrate trends o
different frequency regions.
2389uffy, and Shekhter: Frequency glides in AN impulse response
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had positive slopes. The size of the slopes varied a great
for the high-BF fibers; some of this variability was due
combining responses across cats. The results in Fig. 5
individual cats showed less variability within each anim
Fig. 5 also showed large differences in the absolute value
the high-BF slopes across animals.

III. DISCUSSION

These results show that the frequency modulations
glides, in the impulse responses of low-frequency AN fib
(,1500 Hz! are inherently different from those at high BF
Whereas the high-BF AN and basilar-membrane respon
reported previously all had glides that increased in freque
as a function of time, the direction of the glides is the opp
site at very low frequencies. Furthermore, in the m
frequency region~750–1500 Hz!, the glides are relatively
flat.

The available database did not include responses to
high SPL stimuli, so it cannot be determined whether
glides would remain unchanged at very high SPLs. Recen
Lin and Guinan~1998! reported significant changes in th
impulse responses of AN fibers in the cat in response to v
high-level clicks, consistent with a change in the nature
the mechanical input to the hair cells at very high leve
More work is required to determine whether similar chang
would be found in indirect estimates of impulse respon
based on noise responses.

As pointed out for measurements of high-BF AN fibe
and places~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997; Recioet al., 1997,
1998!, the trajectories of IF do not change significantly wi
SPL over the levels studied here. This result is interesting
many reasons. First, it indicates that the glides are no
property due to nonlinearities of the inner ear, such as
active process, which varies the gain and bandwidth of t
ing as a function of SPL over the range of levels stud
here. Second, impulse responses that have nearly uncha
zero crossings as a function of level, for which there is n
an abundance of evidence in both basilar-membrane and
data, are not consistent with most existing models for
chlear mechanics~deBoer and Nuttall, 1997!. Whereas phe-
nomenological models, based on linear filters with carefu
placed poles, can exhibit glides~deBoer and Nuttall, 1996
1997; Shekhter and Carney, 1997!, the challenge is to under
stand a nonlinear system with gain and bandwidth t
change with SPL, but with IF trajectories that remain u
changed. A framework for considering the input–outp
cross-correlation functions for nonlinear systems, and for
lating them to linear systems with equivalent cros
correlation functions, has recently been outlined in deBoe
EQ-NL theory ~deBoer, 1997!. Thus, according to tha
theory, the results presented here suggest that there mus
be a related class of linear systems~as well as nonlinear! that
exhibit the nearly invariant IF over a wide range of SPL
while varying in other respects~e.g., gain and bandwidth!.

The constraints that the increasing IF glides for mid-
high BFs have placed on cochlear models have been re
nized previously~Mo” ller and Nilsson, 1979; deBoer an
Nuttall, 1997!. The additional evidence that the slope a
direction of the glides changes as a function of BF pla
2390 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 Carney, McD
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new constraints on these models. An increasing freque
glide is not an inherent property of the impulse response
AN fibers across all BFs. Either the properties of the c
chlear mechanics that contribute to the glide must vary al
the length of the cochlea, or interactions at the lo
frequency end of the cochlea, within approximately 6 or
mm of the helicotrema@Fig. 7~B!#, must result in significant
changes in the nature of the IF glides.

Increasing frequency glides have also been hypothes
to be a property of impulse responses for tuning in the
man auditory periphery based on psychophysical tun
curves~Irino and Patterson, 1997!. The asymmetry of psy-
chophysical tuning curves was modeled by a filter that ha
frequency-modulated impulse response, the gammach
However, proposed changes in the slope of the ga
machirp’s IF glide as a function of SPL, which would pro
duce the desired changes in the asymmetry of the filters
function of SPL, would be inconsistent with this and oth
reports that the IF glides of the auditory periphery are nea
unchanged as a function of SPL.

Future work will explore the implications for huma
perception of the IF glides, including their change as a fu
tion of BF. The influence of the IF trajectory of the impuls
response on the responses to simple and complex sounds
be complicated. The trajectories in IF seen in the impu
response would be hypothesized to influence both the
and temporal response properties of individual AN fibers,
well as the spatiotemporal response patterns across the p
lation of AN fibers.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACCESSING
REVCOR FUNCTIONS VIA FTP

The unsmoothed revcor functions for all the fibers
cluded in this study are available via ftp at the addre
engc.bu.eduLogin as anonymous, with your user name as
the password. Typecd\pub\andata to move to the proper
directory. Further instructions about the file formats and
names are in thereadme.txtfile in this directory.

APPENDIX B: TIME-DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF REVCOR
FUNCTIONS USING THE HILBERT TRANSFORM

A revcor functionh(t) can be decomposed into its en
velope and instantaneous frequency using the Hilbert tra
form ~e.g., Haykin, 1994!. First, an analytic signal is formed
2390uffy, and Shekhter: Frequency glides in AN impulse response
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a~ t !5h~ t !1 j ĥ~ t !,

where ĥ(t) is the Hilbert transform ofh(t), and j 5A21.
Then, the envelope of the revcor function env(t) is equal to
the magnitude of the complex functiona(t)

env~ t !5ua~ t !u,

while the instantaneous frequency~IF, in Hz! is proportional
to the derivative of the phase angle ofa(t)

IF~ t !5@d/dt$/a~ t !%#/~2p!.

1In this manuscript, the term best frequency~BF! will be used to describe
the center frequency of tuning of AN fibers and places along the ba
membrane. BF is most often used to describe tuning based on suprath
old stimuli, whereas characteristic frequency~CF! is generally used to de-
scribe tuning for threshold level stimuli. At low stimulus levels, estima
of BF based on revcor functions are approximately equal to CF~deBoer,
1973!. Here, for simplicity, the term BF will be used throughout, becau
the measures presented here are all based on suprathreshold stimuli.

2The amplitude of a revcor function is influenced by the number of ac
potentials, the degree of phase-locking to energy near BF within the n
stimulus, and the amplitude and units of the stimulus waveform used in
analysis~e.g., the waveform may be expressed in volts or Pa!.
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